
Three Wizards Scavenger Hunt 
i 

 

 

In the halls of Three Wizards, go seek,  

A portrait of a professor wise and meek.  

With a feathered friend perched on her arm,  

Find the professor and the owl’s charm. 

o 

 

 

In a store window, bright and clear,  

Colin Creevey’s favorite item is near.  

Capture memories, snap a pic,  

Find the item, quick, quick, quick! 

i 

 

 

In Three Wizards, a portrait rare,  

Of a house-elf brave, with a heart so fair.  

Look for his likeness, on a dresser so high,  

A tribute to his loyalty, reaching the sky. 

i 

 

 

Where food is prepped, a hat of old,  

With wisdom and magic, its stories unfold.  

Listen closely for its whispered song,  

Deciding where each student belongs. 

i 

 

 

In a wizard’s chamber, cozy and grand,  

This smoking device rests on a shelf, so grand.  

Amongst books and trinkets, it quietly lays,  

Find the item where magic stays. 

o 

 

 

A guide to the stars, a map of the sky,  

The sphere whispers secrets high.  

Seek out this orb of celestial grace,  

A symbol of the heavens, in a mystical place. 

i 

 

 

In a grand hall, where feasts abound,  

A 7-foot soldier waiting to be found.  

Amidst the table and chandelier so bright,  

The soldier stands tall, a majestic sight. 

i 

 

 

In a wizard’s chamber, where secrets hide,  

A map of Arthur’s lands hangs with pride.  

With rivers and forests, castles and more,  

Find the map revealing King Arthur’s lore. 

i 

 

 

Tall and pointed, with the color of grey,  

This wizard’s headpiece leads the way.  

A clue to his presence, a sign so true,  

Finding this object is a challenge for you. 

i 

 

 

Seek out the bathroom where a majestic eagle 

soars,  

with a wizard friend who opens secret doors. 

 

  



i 

 

 

Reflecting in gold, a serpent’s gaze,  

find the mirror that holds mysterious ways. 

i 

 

 

Seek the sign for a hidden gateway where magic 

abounds,  

a platform between worlds where the enchanted 

train sounds. 

i 

  

 

To travel far with just a word,  

This powder is your key, absurd.  

Near a place where flames dance bright,  

You’ll find a jar that’s in plain sight. 

i 

 

 

Peer through the lenses,  

with eyes keen and bright,  

to spy on creatures  

hidden from sight. 

 

i 

 

 

Raise a glass to merriment and cheer,  

seek the container where butterbeer flows near. 

i 

 

 

Look for the curtain, a scene so grand,  

Of students arriving in a magical land.  

Outside the shower, this story is told,  

A clue to find, worth its weight in gold. 

 

 

 

Seek out the stone entrance,  

a gateway to the unknown,  

Where the dragon’s labyrinth stands,  

in the forest overgrown. 

 

 

 

In a place of mystery, where paths entwine,  

A giant blade in the ground, a sight divine.  

Near a labyrinth’s twists and turns so grand,  

The object awaits, buried in the land. 

 

 

 

In front of the entrance, majestic and grand,  

A proud buck stands, noble and grand.  

Amongst the trees, a fortress not old,  

Find the building with stories untold. 

 

 

 

Within the ancient stones,  

where magic is rife,  

find the center piece  

that holds the circle’s life. 

 

 

 

At the labyrinth’s end,  

where twists and turns do blend,  

a fiery beast awaits,  

with scales that never bend. 

 

 

 

Where the groundskeeper dwells,  

with a heart as big as his size,  

find the humble abode  

that’s a sight for sore eyes. 



 

 

 

 

In The Forgotten Forest, where magic thrives,  

A familiar purple transporter arrives.  

Look for the wheels that shimmer and gleam,  

Find this location where wizards dream. 

 

 

 

 

Where the hobbits dwell in cozy delight,  

look for the sign that reads ‘Howard’s Hollow’ in 

sight. 

 

 

 

 

In the depths of the Forgotten Forest’s embrace,  

An object for wishing awaits in a tranquil space.  

Near a picnic area where memories swell,  

Find the object where wishes dwell. 

 

 

 

At the entrance, his presence looms,  

A protector in the forest’s gloom.  

Seek out the giant, in armor bright,  

near the picnic area he’ll be in sight. 

 

 

 

Where weary travelers seek respite and cheer,  

look for the sign that says ‘The Spellbound Inn’ 

near. 

 

 

    i – Inside Three Wizards 

o – Outside at Three Wizards 

 

Clues will be found by walking around The Forgotten Forest neighborhood & common areas.  


